Congratulations Graduates!

Commencement
Spring 2023

Cal Poly Humboldt
Message from the Chancellor

Dear Class of 2023:

I offer you my most enthusiastic and heartfelt congratulations on achieving this consequential milestone on the journey of a lifetime.

Today, we celebrate you—and all the hard work, perseverance and scholarship that brought you here. You will undoubtedly look back on this occasion for many years to come, filled with a well-earned sense of pride in your accomplishments—and maybe even a sense of relief for attaining a goal that, at times, might have felt more than a little daunting.

As numerous forces upended our world, you held firmly onto your dreams and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have foreseen or imagined. You have by necessity developed and demonstrated skills—far beyond your academic work—that will ensure your continued success: resilience, flexibility, resourcefulness, patience and tenacity. Your resolve shines brightly as a symbol of hope and optimism. It is admirable. And it is inspiring.

Of course, you did not make this journey alone. We also recognize the faculty who deepened your knowledge and enabled you to see the world from new perspectives. We acknowledge the counselors, tutors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who championed you at every turn. And we appreciate the family, friends and loved ones who encouraged you, uplifted you and supported you along the way. Please remember to thank these important people and let them know how much their support means.

This celebration marks a new beginning for you—a time to commence a new life, filled with opportunities and prospects made possible by your degree from the California State University.

With this rite of passage we call “commencement,” you will join a dynamic, global network of more than 4 million CSU alumni. They are a remarkable force for good, and I am certain your addition to their ranks will multiply their contributions to our communities, to our state and to the world. I ask that—in the Cal State spirit—you use the knowledge, skills and personal qualities you have developed to work for justice, seek opportunities to foster equity and always uplift and empower others. Stay connected to your campus and look for ways to give back. And whenever possible, support future generations who aspire to follow in your footsteps.

On behalf of the entire California State University, again, congratulations.

Sincerely,

Jolene Koester
Interim Chancellor

President’s Message to the Graduates

Dear Cal Poly Humboldt Graduates,

There is nothing more significant to us than celebrating the moment our students complete their degree as Humboldt graduates.

You have worked hard to reach this important milestone and now, you’re embarking on a new chapter of your own. Congratulations and well done!

Do you remember that first day in class, wondering where classrooms were located and not being sure what to expect? Remember the sights, sounds, and activity around the quad, particularly on a sunny day? You could feel the energy and a sense of camaraderie among the students. Do you remember the t-shirts and sweatshirts you would wear displaying your pride in your university? How about the moments you volunteered to help others, in the truest spirit of what it means to be a Lumberjack? Each of those moments is a mark you have left upon this University—forever. As a University we will forever be better because of you. It is our sincere hope that you will forever be better because of us, too.

You now join one of the largest and proudest groups of people—those who call themselves alumni of Cal Poly Humboldt. Know that we are extremely proud of you and grateful for your commitment to your education and this University. Please continue to do your part to help create a better society and better planet.

Forever Humboldt,

Dr. Tom Jackson, Jr.
President, Cal Poly Humboldt
Bachelor of Arts
Major in Anthropology
Haley Amanda Alvarez
Ayla Arellano
Serena Nichelle Baltazar
Alison Rose McQuiddy
Batchelder
Caroline Elizabeth Blair
Brandon Daniel Borba
Jazmin Borrayo*
Jack Carden
Erica Dawn Davis*
Ellen Wendy Durkee
Ruby Exum-Dahlquist
Jasmine Tyler Fernandez
Panda Arleen Gomez
Angela Renee Gonyer
Kristen Suzanne Harrison
Landin Larkin Hatch*
Savannah Jane Henninger
Kylie J. Howell*
Kelsey Lynn Kemper
Sophia Madeleine Levy—Sheon
Tegan McKenzie Malone
Julio Martinez
Tanner Joseph McGrogan*
Meagan Nicole McKinney*
Jenna Rose McNeill
Boston Kane O'Donohue
Butterfly Oldham
Mike Robinson*
Neri Hercilia Rodarte
Matthew T. Root*
Miguel Sagrero
Chris Sasaki
Christian M. Sheaffer
Ashley Nicole Snook*
Garrett Spruill*
James C. Stovall
Nicolette Jean Svitenko
Michael Allen Szyndller
Rowan Vespa
Hannah Marie Vizcarra
Natalie Kay Wells*

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Art
Derek Eliseo Abarca
Zetengari Alvarez*
Isa Katherine Andrews
Matt Aung*
Johanna Clare Baca
Rainbow Marie Baldwin
Jessica Lynn Baluka
Alexa Daniasha Barajas Esperza
Maile Sarah—Margaret Barnard
Elliot Zion Biancheri
Maggie Blecha
Kayla R. Buchan
Brionna Buell
Wesley Mckenna Campbell*
Catalina Carlton*
Andrew Walser Chambliss
Jennifer Renee Chrisman
Bettna Brigitte Clary
Veronica Arianna Cobian
Megan Grace Davey
Amanda C. Deal
Elisha Ehrrhardt
Francesca Marie Falzarano
Patrizia Constanza
Fox-Beaudet*
Jade Ann Gibbs
Megan Goff
Dalton Lane Goodrum*
Gayce Victoria Griggs
Jennifer Julia Groven
Alyssa Suzanne Hinkley
Darrel Jon Hohenberger
Christopher David Hornsby
Hudson Lawrence Jack
Olivia Margaret Keller*
Kaitlyn Alexis Ladines
Cynthia Luna
Ashley N. Marina*
Chloe Elyse McClellan*
Whitney Grace Messer*
Jack Edward Miklik
Emily Lorraine Miller
Q. Miller
Ash Renee Murdock
Mikayla Helen Nicholas
Thomas Cooper O'Hara
Sara Olsen
Kalen Baret Pehle
Clare Petersen*
Em Pichel
Mariah Rose Reeves
Jose A. Rivera Cruz
Regina Ann Salomon
Sonja Sanchez
Darcy Leann Sarr
Elijah G. Smith
Jacob C. Sosner
Piper Delaney Stallings*
Sullivan Tustison
Jacqueline M. Vasquez
Valie Ward*
Art McClain Wardynski*
Alanna Cressey Watson
Serenity Aleta Wood*
Aaron Wright

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Communication
Blake E. Abelin
Sidney Rain Shabnam
Asfarzadeh
Natalie S. Alcala
Kourtney K. Avila
Noah Mikala Batchman
Rosetta Burk
Jerry Butkiewicz
Krysteanna Cabanas
Joshua Christian Chavanne*
Carson Alexander Cohn
Aymee Rose Colegrove
Breanna Caroline Donlon
Jaden Edwards
Hannah Marie Endicott
Conor J. Finnegan
Juliana Flores
Piper Alma Frankel
Michael Gamble
Morgan Harper
Austin James Harris
Quinn O. Irvine
Sara Kavis
Weston Jeffrey Landre
Abigail Lormans
Collin Mather
Cecilia McGehee*
Williams Peña
Emma Marie Piazza
Daniel Thomas Powell
Samuel David Schulman*
Sayed Ahmad Shah
Ian Gardner Simons
Kevin Colin Snell
Sydney Stack
Taelor Stafford
Matthew Anton Wander
Sydney Malea Wisemon
Arthur M. Yllan
Maria Zamora*
Jairo Josez Selaya
Jaden Allen Zvolanek

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Criminology & Justice Studies
Ashley Emelda Acevedo
Tariq Alqahtani
Dante Antonio Atkins-Salazar
Sarah Josephine Banos
Alison Rose Batchelder
Payton Taylor Belle
Michael Benner
Emily Charlotte Black*
Cheyenne Brussell
Alejandro Cerero
George Cristina
Angel Sky Cumbo*
Karen Di Dio
Daniel Lynjaye Estes
Nathaniel James Evans
Mia Felix
Matthew J. Flint
Nataly Milena Flores Delarosa
Justin Athony Gallegos
Eleven Gomez
Panda Arleen Gomez
Edgar Roman Gonzalez
Samuel David Schulman*
Morgan Kramer

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Dance Studies
Major in Critical Race, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Zephie Helen Lattice Harvey
Helinna Margaret Leone*
Calvin Tjoasa*
Shelbee Lee Witt

Bachelor of Arts
Major in English
Oikikola Oyeyemi Abudunrin
Catherine Wood Andrews*
Cappie Elizabeth
Kahoakaokalanimakali Asato
June Banks
Thalia Courtney Barry
Jaiden Nicole Beduh
Hannah Beeson*
Nicole Alexis Booker*
Kaela Anne Borba
Bethany Haag Brooding
James C. Brother
Tara Burrows*
Gabriela Maria Cano
Alyssa Ann Chavez
Nicholas Cole*
Celeste Tiana Colmenares
Katie Marie Conley*
Tori Crowell

Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors

College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences | Undergraduate Degrees
Destiny Cypres
Cade Aaron Dailey
Liam A. Decamp–Brown
Kirian Nicole Dunning
 Roxann Taylor Eckert
Madeline Brooke Eubanks
Sarah Fett
Kelson Foster
Patrizia Consanza
Fox–Beaustad
Elena Barbara German
Kaitlynn Rose Gerton
Jo Gibson*
Alannah Victoria Guevara*
Madison Kate James
Tanner Jenkins
Daniel Kazeus*
Emily Ann Kennedy
Valen Madison Lambert
Ricardo Lara Nava
Lima Leana
Martin Lopez
Adalberto Celedon Macias, Jr*
Eliza Jane Martinez
Rachel Cecelia Carlota Materri*
Cayman Marie McFarland
Jessica Kathryn Miller
Elijah Jamal Moore
Kealin Sawyer Morgan
Sarah Mouchet
Kyle David Munoz
Nicholas Austin Nielsen
Amalia Medea–Marie Oliver*
Dane Grey Oppenborn
Audri Peñaloza
Linda Jazmin Portello–Melendez
Chloe Quinones–Crosby
Anissa Marie Ramirez
Kate Ramirez*
Vanessa Raybon
Sophie Nicole Reich
Andrew Robinson*
Hannah Sierra Ross
Danielle Elizabeth Sanchez
Sabrina Lynn Shaw
Sarah Shelley
Shelby Smith
Sam R. Springer
Jeremy Michael Stolp
Rachel Carolynne Stone*
Kylee Rae Therkildsen
Laura H. Thompson
Sophia Madeline Tinoco
Bernardino
Dawn Katherine Tisdell*
Serenity Aleta Wood*

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Environmental Studies
Evelyn Emily Banuelos*
Stella Baumstone
Anna Christina Beissett
Chloe Jeanne Bocox
Mazacuahitl Xavier Burrola
Logan Michael Cherland
Sophia Marie Cimino
Callum Simon Cudby
Daniel Lee Dasilva
Ryan Dunne
Regine Grace Real Familara
Kristina Fiebig*
Ameera Foster
Megan Riley Franco*

Benjamin Garaway
Finn Hakenen
Octavia Victoria Holt
Madison Hunt*
Gabriella Hussain
Jessica Alexandra Jordan
Briana Zagnithe Juarez
Kinsley Nicole Kaeser
Sky Jaden Kili*
Marc Kitchen*
Elizabeth Grace Lachman*
Jared N. Loza*
Rose Maxwell*
Katllyn Marie Minnis
Charlie Moon
Felix John Nichols–Tabrum
Reza Omori
Luis Cuellar Penick
Justin Michael Purdy
Marcos Alexander Ramirez
Ashlie Elizabeth Reifer*
Sophia Ruiz
Delaney Ann Schroeder–Echavarria*
Sophia Rose Selvaggio*
Ramona Sever
Nicholas Lawrence Simkins
Emma Toshiko Sjostrom*
Shaely Sullivan*
Sunsara Cristeen Sutton
Nicole Yuka Suzuki*
Justin L. Valenzuela
Monica Citalii Vargas
Zeen Vincent
Katherine Wilkinson
Peter Anthony Yaskovitz
Gabriel M. Zucker

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Film
Fernando Betancourt*
Lauren Brenner
Branden Wright Brown
Edwin Callejas
Cilallí Cervantes
Timothy Hunter Cook
Chelsea Cinco Cuevas
Benjamin Joaquin Davis
Daniel Delgado
Lidia Lizbeth Grande–Ruiz*
Glenn Terrence Guishard
Bora Kalan
Rune Amber Kubbany
Mara Elizabeth Líquist
Matthew Stephen Mason*
Juan Jose Munoz Silva
Casey Mckenzie Pyle*
Richard Conrad Schild*
Arielle Stephanie
Thurwachter–King
Denise Tomkinson
Ornar Turner
Ralph A. Valle*
Ryan Wallace*
Luke Andrew Wilson

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Major in Fine Art
Gabriel Maccks Burbank*
Catalina Carlton*
Clara Aeron Craig*
Madeleine Joan Fisher*
Russell Leon Grayson
Sean Creighton Grimes*
Alisa Lidia Ibyadullin*
Kaitlyn Alexis Ladines
Bridget Langholz*
Stephanie Lee
Melissa Jean Lefebvre
Meghan Eileen McLeod
Emily Ann Orth*
Alyssa Eden Ravenwood
Chelsea Daisy Sanderson
Justine Amparo Savedra*
Melodie Sidhu*
Jacqueline M. Vasquez
Art McClain Wardynski*

Bachelor of Arts
Major in French & Francophone Studies
Kennedy Ruth Fox*

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Geography
Brenda Aguirre
Yuichi Ambiru*
Cassandra Avila–Estrada
Cecilia Bellen Broshears
John Wesley Calkins
Logan Michael Cherland
Benjamin Levi Cook*
Brad E. Ellis*
Jasson Evaristo Flores
Lucas Garcia
Alexandra Rae Hills*
Keegan Thomas Ibanez
Jessica Janecek*
Ej Jarboe
Leo Rossmassler Kepcke
Samantha Jane Malcolm*
Alina Medina
Ralph Peet Peters
Kristina Sarabia
Otto Schmitt
Lynn Spencer
Keith Samuel Staats
Randy Starba
Tyrone Sudaria
Christopher Alan Tuck*
Dulce Karina Vallejo
Jeremy Webb

Bachelor of Arts
Major in History
Dakota Mae Adelmann*
Phillip Allen
Victoria Elizabeth Bankson
Leonard James Bauer
Ellie Madeleine Lee Bouret*
Jesse Wallace Bowling*
Cristian Calderon, Jr.
Spencer Neil Campbell
Riley Maxwell Chasteen
Dominic Florence Christenson
Noah G. Daglio
Carlos Ripster Dailey
Mollie Marie Donaldson*
James Loyall George*
Jake Tyler Hargis*
Ezequiel Hernandez De La Rosa*
Alan Anthony Hill
Ian Jones*
Spearman Krogh*
Tyler James Lupi
Benjamin McCarthy
Manuel Mendoza
Ashlyn Mosites

Bachelor of Arts
Major in International Studies
Bianca Marie Asbjornsen Cano*
Alicia Isabel Bautista
Sarah Fine
Andrea Leigh Gerarden
Laura Francesca Gurney*
Jade Ahimsa Holladay
Jasmine Huete
Diamond Mone James
Dankia Zayra McGeeever*
Kimberly Daniela Poncio Ycgot
Carmella Pilar Reed*
Abby Carlin Reina–Guerra
Catalena Tchieng

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Journalism
Anthony Ryan Aragon
Tucker Caraway
Nat Rose Cardos
Justin Rocco Celotto*
Camille C. Delany*
Michael Joseph Estrada
Eddy Omar Guzman
Liam Christopher Gwynn*
Danielle Amanda Hendrickson
Nina Quinn Hufman*
Joshua Helen Kelly*
Ricardo Lara Nava
Bee Lynn Laurenson
August Janet Linton
Raven Luvenia Linton
Raven Edwin Marshall
Dobby Morse
Kris Nagel*
Abraham Navarro
Victoria Theresa Olsen*
Carlos Pedroza
Steffi Sofia Puerto*
Karina Yamileth Ramos
Villalobos*
Cash Rion
Monica K. Robinson
Frank Roche
Jazmin Noemi Rose–Zacarias

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Music
Christopher Antolin–Wilczek
Brandon David Barbosa
Rhiannon Marie Chavez
Miramontes
Nicholas Luis De Anda
Dulce Rose Feinstein
Pedro C. Gallardo
Andrew Norwood Henderson
Aaron Lopez
Glisel Lopez
Rebekka N. Lopez
Jamison Maciel
Anele Martinez
Erika Kristine McCall

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors

Noe Nino*
Ernesto Padilla, Jr.
Irving Palomino
Alexander Pate*
Pheobe I. Peterman
Charles Edward Pierce
Justin Luis Robbins
Thomas Windrix
Kyle Emerson Wiviott
Mayra Cristina Meza
Emily Ann Morse
Pablo Murcia
Odalys Lizette Ramirez
Nicholas James Redfern
Job Jeremiah Rene
Luis Angel Rodriguez
Adam Dean Schild*
Travis Christian Strong
Jeremiah Mathias Teklu

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Native American Studies
Rae Basham
Kassandra Rosalie Fischer
Julia Elizabeth Jones*
Skip Cheenamerwer Lowry
Jason Andoni Martinez
Christine Polimana
Leilani Martinez
Kes-e-loh Julia McQuillen
Robin Crystelle Stevenson
OliviaRose Williams

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Philosophy
Steve Cavin
Tim Robert Donnelly
Traves William Durant
Brianna Rae Juarez
Angel Klawiter*
Russell James Newton
Nathan Roberts
Chase Sanchez
Dustin Siefer
Jacob Joseph Simon*

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Political Science
Kate Renee Bourne
Rachel Nightingale Clift*
Michael Lewis Connelly*
Daniel Joseph Cooper
Michael Franco Coyne
Benjamin J. Cross
Zachary Lee Gamble
Isabel Crystal Garcia
Mason Thomas Gardner
Ian Bennett Golilhurst
Maxwell Hawk*
Kamani Rasheed
Jackson Maxies
Mustafa Zuhair Khan
Raymond Lavrador
Tony Lee
Kathryn Diana Lozano
Langdon Tyrone Martin*
Anitanais Mercado
Juliet Messier*
Philip Sean Mochel
Nathan Gregory Moriarty
Henry Benjamin Myers*
Alida Maria Elizabeth Nicklas
Alexander Cameron
Orla-Bukowski*
Quinn Carleen Pasquini*
Madeline Reyes
Maya Felicia Rios
Sergio Felix Serrano
Vasu Singhania
Robinson Stert*
Noah Henry Stoicoff
Ezra Jon Vangroningen
Brandy Maria Welts Soderberg
Ana Zamorano

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Religious Studies
Emily Nicole Berg
Olive Mae Bernardi
Kenneth Dwayne Carmell II
Luke Martin Gavin
Andrew Hempstead
Althea Annmarie Newman
Nathan Jude Parish
Yvette A. Rosales
Nick R. Salino
Garrett Spriuell*
Madelyn Jean Vink
Madeleine Dax Wilson
Nathan Waxler

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Sociology
Zoey Bultrago
Praise Chaney
Alexandra Nicole Chown
Ummi Zakhiyyah Clark
Mikenzys Lee Frye
Kylee Girard*
Abby Hamilton*
Hannah Alyssia Inman
Sean Johns
Chaslynn Rose-Marie Johnson
Julia Elizabeth Jones*
Kelvin Jones
Cassandra May Kerscher

Aubrey Linder
Jennifer Ashley Lowry
Eron Magnus
Cassandra May
Magen May Mefferd*
Trae Jonathan Nix
Elizabeth Ann Offil-Jackson
Michaela Old*
Sage Polaciocs
Scott Richard Peifer
Sade Perez*
Alexis Nataly Quiroz Arredondo
Lauren Grace Rodriguez*
Timothy Valjane Skaggs
Clover Honey Strickling
Keir Derrin Wilson
Sophia Carrol Zandarski*

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Spanish
Julian Pelayo Bracamontes
Kimberly Daniela Poncio Yxcot
Taylor Mason Woodruff*

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Theatre Arts
Obsidian Felix Aguillera*
Amaya Summer Deshasier*
Isabella Carmen Glover*
Andrew Hempstead
Jakeb Tyson Hyslop*
Holly Jacobson
Minnie Suiedie McKelvy
Isabelie Nicole Montalvo*

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Master of Arts – Major in Applied Anthropology

Berlin Loa – Unfolding Hidden Stories
Advisor: Professor Mary L. Scoggin

Jordyn L. McMaster Neely – Farming Young in America: Personal Factors Influencing Entry into Colorado Agriculture
Advisor: Professor Mary R. Patino

Advisor: Professor Barbara K. Klessig

Robert Clark Newcomb – A Tale of Two Sites: Comparing Lithic Assemblages and Material Sources From the Middle Holocene Period Central California Advisor: Professor Marisol Cortes-Rincon

Gabriella Nicole Oglietti – Digital Archaeology – The New Way to Explore the Past Advisor: Professor Barbara K. Klessig

Master of Arts – Major in English

Josie Anne Blubaugh – “Concealing the Excess of Her Pleasure”: A Queer Reading of Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey Advisor: Professor Janet Winston

Anne Howard – Counter-mapping the Material World of The Bone Clocks: A Critical Analysis Through Digital Cartography Advisor: Professor Janet Winston

2022–2023 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Linda Jane Kuckuk – The Persistent Voice of the Colonizer: Troubling HSU’s Mascot Lucky Logger and the Icon’s Settler-Colonial Past Advisor: Professor Andrea Delgado

Emily Rose Lavrador – Teaching Dystopia in Dystopian Realities: Trauma-informed Pedagogy and the Dystopian Novel after COVID-19 Advisors: Professor Janelle Adsit and Professor Marianne Ahokas

Mary Lipiec – Nothing About Us: The Three Models of Disability in Three Post-AADA Novels Advisor: Professor Janelle Adsit

Anthony Michael Lowe – These Worlds Will Be the End of You: An Analysis of the Dueling Critical Utopias of the Dispossessed and Trouble on Trillion Advisor: Professor Janet M. Winston

Adam Christopher Mellott – “White Trash” and Aristocrats: Food, Capital, and Identity in Faulkner Advisor: Professor Janet Winston

Kenneth Leon Rainey, III – A Black Prometheus Among the Gods: Illuminating African American Literary Tradition in Sam Greenlee’s The Spook Who Sat by the Door Advisor: Professor Christina Hsu Accomando

Cole Griffin Shepard – Problematizing Progress: Building A Post-capitalist Present Advisor: Professor Janet Winston

Kimberly Sisu – Digital Memes as Sites for Hegemonic and Counter-hegemonic Practices Advisor: Professor Lisa Tremain

Karen Zurita – Muele las Palabras con Canela: How Queer Xicanx Writing Practices Reclaim Indigeneity Advisor: Professor Christina Hsu Accomando

Master of Arts – Major in Social Science, Environment & Community

Josephine Angelica Barrantes – Report on Edible Landscapes at California State Polytechnic University, Humboldt Advisor: Professor Nicholas A. Perdue

Christopher Jesus Garcia Berumen – The Underappreciated Essential Worker We All Rely On Advisor: Professor Sarah J. Ray

Nicole Elizabeth Gorko – Using a Collective Action Framework to Understand Landscape-scale Management of Wildfire Risk in the San Bernardino National Forest: A Case Study Advisor: Professor Erin C. Kelly

Jami Henry – Comprehensive Examination Advisor: Professor Cutcha Risling Baldy

Ted Masters – Return to Wolf Country: Exploring Rancher Knowledge of Gray Wolves in Wallowa County, Oregon Advisor: Professor Yvonne F. Everett

Vikki Preston – Comprehensive Examination Advisor: Professor Cutcha Risling Baldy

Katherine Rose Schmoke – Comprehensive Examination Advisor: Professor Cutcha Risling Baldy

Master of Arts – Major in Sociology

Juan Anzada – A Discourse Analysis on the Importance of Outdoor Recreation for Latinx First-Generation College Student Attending California Polytechnic Humboldt Advisor: Professor Michihiro Sugata

Aluka Eddy – An Exploration of Green Death Care Options Advisor: Professor Anthony Silvaggio

Winston Cyrus Grady – The Socio-political History of Cannabis in Costa Rica Advisor: Professor Joshua Meisel

Sabrina Grandia – Sex Work and COVID-19 Advisor: Professor Jennifer L. Eichstedt

Charles Brandon Lonon – Trump’s Impact on the Economy and the State Advisor: Professor Caglar Dolek

Evan Ross Morden – Organizing for Power: Understanding Changing Power in Rural Community Organizing Advisor: Professor Anthony Silvaggio

Raquel J. Muñoz – Rural Women of Color in Active Drug Abuse Recovery Advisor: Professor Jennifer L. Eichstedt

Tina Marie Orton-Owens – Ambulance Workers: Navigation and Processing of Work Induced Stressors Advisor: Professor Jennifer L. Eichstedt

Daniela Tierra – “Think of the Children” : Understanding Parental and Community Opposition to Critical Race Theory in Schools Advisor: Professor Stefanie Israel de Souza

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Nick Hanoka
Hunter Lee Hartman*
Justin Kyle Henderson*
Zane Herr
Cameron Stanislav Housek
Noel Hugo Huerta
Phillip Huffman
Seth RJ Irving
Max David Johnson
Clinton William Kafka
Samuel Beaudell Kane
Alex Kinsinger
Benjamin Andrew Klein
Austin Thomas Lehlfeldt
Victoria Lindvall*
Angel Luque*
Evan Robert Marquez
Eric Ethan Martinez
Hunter Andrew McColm
Molly McSweeney*
Jaylin Monserrat Molina
Angel Nephtaloi Moo*
Thomas Paulson
Ike Abrahamsson Perl
Isaac Francis Pfannenstiel
Kellie Phillips
Dominic M. Pignata
Brendan Jared Quintero
Dave Ramirez
Cassandra Renteria*
Jane Robb
Louis Thorndike Roth, II
Haley Elizabeth Rover*
Daniel Craig Russell*
Katherine May Rynearson
Anthony David Sanchez
Eliah Severson
Kelsi Marie Sigurdson
Noah Steinert
Evan Cole Tontini
Endellion Ann Murphrey Trento*
Brittney Treenserider
Jonathan Paul Trozera
Nathan Palmer Ulrich
Hanna Upton*
Giovanni Brandon Valdivia
Cameron Maxwell Wasserman
Dante Dimitry-Joseph Watts
Cristina Winters
Jackson Ryan Wysock

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Geology
Matthew Alexander Monez
Fabiani Bahmad Santos
Kyle Yoshizuka

Bachelor of Science
Major in Geology
Jacob Patrick Aguillera
Elizabeth Aparicio
Otto Berndt
Dejza Boyd-Tanner
Brittany Q. Breile
Ryan Thommas Bzoskie
Catherine Carbojal
Derek Michael Cohen
Claire Catherine Conlon
Naomi G. De La Torre
Jesse Frank De Mark
Lisa Elconin*
Cole Gamrath
Dennis Christopher Lindelof
Maria Guadalupu Maldonado
Ash Moorhead
Huntington Tyler Paulson
Kayah D. Ray
Emily Shiver*
Jack Calvert Bullard Small
Emily Stebbins
Kari Lynn Stockdale
Ethan Ray Villalta
Ashley Elisabeth Wilscam

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Mathematics
Althea Lona Black
Valerie Buxbaum
Jennifer Yue Cheng
Charlin Mary Eleanor Duff
Jerry Hoss Eagleson
Amelya Rose Madrigal
Emma Wolff Modrick*
Israel B. Montano
Alex Moore*
Jessica Samantha Ordez
Emily Sandra Potter
Sandy Danielle Riley
Kamilah O'dara Rison
Xander Roberts*
Elizabeth Lopez Rubio*
Maggie O'connor Selzer*
Aleya Marie Serrano*
Melanie Tapia
Kay Vargas
Yvette Velasquez
Zackary David Whitley
Tyler Winogradov*

Bachelor of Science
Major in Natural Resources Planning & Interpretation
Jeffrey Lee Brustman

Bachelor of Science
Major in Oceanography
Karina Bernbeck
Sheby Catherine Bishop
Heath John Boulanger
Lindsey Rinette Fischer
Ian Fournier
Stuart J. Goran
Davina Michelle Hernandez
Heather Theresa Hollingsworth*
Bennett Carter Hosselkus*
Kate Orena Hoy*
Jackson Arnold Kechker
Ayse Alexandria Macknight
Marin Kathleen Maple
Kenneth Mathe
Emma Wolff Modrick*
Marcos Jose Moreno
Vanessa Pacheco
Louise Parr
Rebecca Renee Reibel*
Max Alonso Serrano

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Physical Science
Caden Alexander Cuevas
Norma Y. Mendoza

Bachelor of Science
Major in Physics
Daniel Herbert Bishop*
Noe Camarillo
Sol Joseph Dinay
River Galaz*
Tanner Brian Hooven
Bennett Carter Hosselkus*
Armando Olguin Moreno
Joshua Potolo
Claire Juliana Rogers*
Willis J. Scathorn
Austin James Van Ginkel

Bachelor of Science
Major in Rangeland Resource Science
Allah Marie Bueno-Strong
Shane Blaise Burton*
Hannah Rose Forbes
Garrett Allen Havel
Jennie Monic Hernandez
Ezra Huebner*
Rachel Clare Mack
Michael C. Miller
Hunter Mortensen
Celeste Orrick*
Jonathan Derek Stotz
Joseph Anthony Uloa
Chris Ziliotto*

Bachelor of Science
Major in Wildlife
Elena Isabel Adams
Kaylie Rose Adams*
Cesar Aguilar*
Tananya Tegan Alberts
Sage Alexander
Samuel Todd Alfen
Jessica Nicole Angulo
Aminah Aryan
Gonzalo Ayala, Jr.
Saul Alejandro Baca
April Barillas
Amanda Leigh Bautista
Braden Drew Baxter
Tylor Bell-Rogers
Cleo Bickley
Chandler Bishop
Dakota Lynne Blackstone
Marina Blancas
Bridget Izel Blanco
Kylie Charlene Briggs
Jessica Marie Calderon
Eduardo Cantillo
Cobie Anne Cavanaugh
Rashel Cazares-Navarro
Andrew Xu Cha
Kevin Chunzong Chang
Marlayna Grace Cosner
Jade Madison Coulter*
Ceshawny Reina Crosby
Kellie Rose Marie Crouch*
Daisy Cristina Cruz Martinez
Brooke Culler*
Olivia Ranee Curran*
Sara Ann Dabovich
Shea Kylie Daly
Shawn Dauble
Daniel De Santiago
Danielle Elizabeth Depoala
Nicholas James Derrick
Sandy Elizabeth Diaz
Emerald Ann Dowd
Nickolas Elliott
Amber Renee Elving
Jamie Espinoza
Tania Lisbeth Estrada Rodriguez
Rowan Elizabeth Farrell*
Bridge Fest
Tania Flores
Haley Ann Fowler*
Soro Roxanne Frankenbach
Bruna Franklin
Madeleine Kay Frost
Jack Lammert Gerstenberg
Mitchell Gildersleeve
Yajaira Rubi Godinez
Anthony Julian Gomez
Andrew Gonzalez-Ibarra
Hunter M. Green*
Jessica Gabrielle Grey
Ellis Hanson
Em Marie Harvey
Tatiana Harvey
Hunter Reed Hawthorne
Blake Trent Hefner
Jessica Isabel Hernandez
Dylan Koalani Highland*
Rachel A. Higuera*
Bree Marie Holthus
Jessica Hoone
Jerrret Lee Howery
Shea Briannd Hudspeth
Nicholas Angelo Isola*
Genevieve Elise Jamar
Christina Mae Jones
Cynthia Jones*
William Stewart Jones
Guadalupe Juarez
Pouya Kazemi
Makana-O-Nalani
Chassidy Kiakona*
Sarah Kuba
Katherine Christine Larson*
Trinh Ngoc Le
Hannah Rose Lee*
Luke A. Leuty*
Jessica Anne Lewis
Ephraim Lowe
Jocelyn Lucente
Elizabeth Ann Luttrell
Amir Alexander Malikyar
Sara Marie Martin
Katrina Margarita Maynez
Sara Jacalyn McColl*
Emma Marie McGraw
Alexandria Lynn McIntosh
Hector Imael Medrano Recinos
Joe Mendoza
Edwin Carlton Millard*
Mica M. Mills
Sasha Milslet
Daniel Callahan Moore
Noah Morales*
Cameron Gray Morgan*
Bridge Munck*
Ivy Munnerlynn
Ellen N. Murana
Jasmine Nandino
Austin Mac Nolan
Em Nolan*
Brittany Marie Ocheltree
Darrin Anthony Ortiz
Marina Osechinskaya*
Justin Packham
Tabitha Anne Page*
Clara Parezin
Joseph Michael Parvin*
Cameron P. Pelham

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Christian Robert Placet
Alyssa Mishal Prior
Vanessa Elise Ramirez
Mary-Kate Elizabeth Reed
Ron Reyes
Brandon Rios
Andruw Xavier Robledo
José Juan Rodriguez Gutierrez
Noemi Rodriguez
Destiny Renee Jessica Rojas
Christopher Michael Rook
Marisol Rosas
Aviva Saadatfar*
Louis M. Salas*
Justin Reno Salazar
Emily Rosaiba Saliciccia*
Alesha Rose Sanchez
Mitchell Schlickenmayer
Collin Patrick Silva*
Alexandra Sistena-Kerin
Conor James Somerville*
Lily Stricker*
Riley Mitchell Sullivan
Juli Suzukawa
Madison L. Switzer
Samantha Talley*
Adeline Cora Tealle*
Riley Sutton Tetzlaff
Ashlyn Thomas*
Carina Trentini
Korinn Sonya Trinies
Keagan Trischman
Stacy L. Tursi
Kellie Marie Ullum
Angela Valladares
Johanna Minelly Valladolid
Dama Valle*
Kelly Van Horn
Arlene Azucena Vargas*
Kimberly Vargas
Whitney Vickers*
Evan Mathew Vieira
Chris Rodger Vignery
Ash AnnMarie Walker
Sidney Lauren Wells
Lindsey Ann Weston*
Brittney Ann Willson-DePlazza
Nicole Marie Wise
Joshua Scott Zastrow

Bachelor of Science
Major in Zoology
Stephen Anthony Arguenta
Isabel Baez
Kyleighan Amir Barlup
Celine Inez Beltran
Julie Bolstad
Kelsey Briscoe
Rayliyah D. Brown
Pearl Simone Burton*
Austin Michael Campbell
Stacy Doreen Cannon
Victoria Cardenas
Jeanette Maeva Carini
Tatiana Citali Carty Figueroa
Priscilla Ceja
Olivia Chang*
Nora Chatmon
Shelby Alessandra Cheng
Clara Ruth Dackermann
Dana Nicole Dixon
Judith Escobar
Camille Funke
Jose Juan Garcia
Marcos Gonzalez Alcala
Jose Luis Gutierrez
Benjamin Lee Hanlin
Nicole Lynn Harris*
Jonathan Thomas Hoeffer
Amber Hughes
Laura Alexia Iriarte Weinberg
Gabriel Iribarren
Vincent Emilio Keenan Jackson
Aniyah Lynne Jenkins
Lucas O. Kebow*
Brenden T. Kebschull
Natalie Jeanette Keesaw
Grace Ann Laskey
Victoria Jolie Lawton
Paige Cherise Lindner
Alena L. Lopez
Elisia Miranda Lopez
Nicholas Patrick Lynch
Marcos Sebastian Macias Lopez
Gabby MacKell
Adrian Jr Magana
Patricia Isabella Marquez*
Mariano Rene Marroquin
Jasmine McNeal
Dale Neumann
Tania Sarai Ordaz Mendoza
Eli Otto Cutting
Esmeralda Juliet Palacios
Elizabeth Parks*
Catherine Bernice Peacher
Mel Pena
Tahjah D. Pleasant
Amber Britney Przecha
Broanna Elise Rennard
Jocelyn Romero
Samantha Jayne Seastrunk*
Isabella Sessi
Amaya Cimone Seymore
Aurora Sparks
Angelina Rosa Spence
Emory Streit*
Kimberly Catherine
Trinidad Sanchez
Alexis Villalobos Caazares
Kimberly M. Villeda
Mallory Nicole Walker
Bailey Danielle Weiner
Brandon Zelaya
Jose Anthony Zuniga

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
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Master of Science – Major in Biology

Elia James Allen – Polyphylely Within Abronia villosa: Untangling the Evolutionary History of the Species and Its Allies
Advisor: Professor Oscar Mauricio Vargas-Hernandez

Taylor Robert Bruntil – Factors Influencing the Invasibility of Marine Fouling Communities Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig

Ismael Antonio Chowdhury – Diversity and Distribution of Bryozoans of the Northern to Central Rocky Outer Coast of California Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig

Jessica Chu – Reconstructing an Early Devonian Cladophorophyta With an Update on the Permineralized Plant Diversity in the Battery Point Formation (Quebec, Canada)
Advisor: Professor Alexandru M. Tomescu

Victoria Cifelli – Microbiome Diversity Responses to Co-Infection Dynamics in Farmed and Wild Oysters Advisor: Professor Catalina Cuellar Gempeler


Sarah Norvell Conway – Macrolichen Inventory of the Horse Mountain Botanical Area, Six Rivers National Forest, California, USA Advisor: Professor Terry W. Henkel

Samar R. El-Abdallah – Early Devonian Plant Diversity in Fossil Assemblages of the Beartooth Butte Formation (Wyoming)
Advisor: Professor Alexandru M. Tomescu

Emily Elizabeth Gremling – Comparative Morphology of Olfactory Epithelia in Plethodontid Salamanders: Effect of Life History Variation Advisor: Professor John O. Reiss

Rose Haidar – Genetic Evaluation of the Historic and Current Distribution Hybridized Variants for Lasiusinus borealis and Lasiusinus blossevillii in Western North America Advisor: Professor Joseph M. Szewczak

Rose Harman – The Influence on Trophic Interactions: Leopard Shark Foraging in Humboldt Bay, CA. Advisor: Professor Paul E. Bourdeau

Jason R. Holmes – Bat Acoustic Sampling Detection Calibrated by Thermography Advisor: Professor Joseph M. Szewczak

Jekka Jones – Pond Characteristics that Drive Oviposition Site Selection for Two Pond-Sharing Amphibians, Northern Red-legged Frog (Rana aurora) and Northwestern Salamander (Ambystoma gracile)
Advisor: Professor Sharyn B. Marks


Kevin Landaw – A More Complete Understanding of Eelgrass Wasting Disease Phenology and Environmental Triggers Advisor: Professor Joe Tyburczy

Glisy Lanzilli – Comparing Alternative Developmental Modes: Gene Expression and Olfactory Projections in the Olfactory System of Plethodontid Salamanders Advisor: Professor John O. Reiss

Allison B. Liu – Marine Mammal Strand Patterns of Northern California Advisor: Professor Dawn Goley

Parker K. Lund – Some Like It Hot: Biogeography and Temperature Shape Host-Microbe Interactions in Estuarine Anemones Advisor: Professor Catalina Cuellar Gempeler

Mary Angel Mackey – Using Habitat Modeling to Locate New Populations of Dunn’s Salamander (Plethodon dunnii) Near Its Southern Geographic Range Limit Advisor: Professor Sharyn B. Marks

Ariah Dawn Mackie – Determining Haplotype Specific X Chromosome Inactive State and Related Epigenetic Features in Female X-linked Genes Advisor: Professor Amy Sprowles

Bailey McCann – Does Climate Warming Amplify the Effect of a Range-expanding Marine Gastropod? Advisor: Professor Paul E. Bourdeau


Franklin David Moitoza – Destructive Urchin Grazing Modifies the Recruitment of Benthic Marine Organisms Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig

Robyn Norman – Characterizing the Habitat Use of Pacific Coast Feeding Group Gray Whales (Eschrichtius robustus) and the Spatial and Temporal Variability of Their Benthic and Planktonic Invertebrate Prey in Northern California Advisor: Professor Dawn Goley

Stacie Tereza Nunes – Reconstructing the Spread of Introduced Bullfrogs in California National Wildlife Refuges Using Variation in Mitochondrial DNA Advisor: Professor Sharyn B. Marks

Jaclyn Mavis Patmore – Cellular Changes During Olfactory Metamorphosis in the Koh Tao Island Caecilian (Ichthyophis kohtaoensis) Advisor: Professor John O. Reiss

Alyssa Payton – Developing a Protocol for Identifying and Isolating Skeletal and Mesenchymal Stem Cells from Cetaceans Advisor: Professor Amy Sprowles

Johnny Stephen Roche – Effects of pH, Eelgrass, and Settlement Substrate on the Growth of Juvenile Magallana (Crassostrea) gigas, A Commercially Important Oyster Species Advisor: Professor Joe Tyburczy

Marilyn Violeta Sandoval – Pathogen Prevalence Within the Southern Torrent Salamanders (Rhyacotriton variegatus) Community. Advisor: Professor Karen M. Kiemnec-Tyburczy

Luiza Nereyda Segovia – Investigating the Genetic Diversity of Immune Genes in Non-native Populations of American Bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) Advisor: Professor Karen M. Kiemnec-Tyburczy

Molly Smith Metok – Assessing Recovery of Forest Understory Vegetation after Clearcutting Across a 438-Year Chronosequence Advisor: Professor Erik S. Jules

Jonas Sotingo – Arbucular Mycorrhizae Fungi Species Diversity and Auxin–Producing Root Bacteria Presence in Astragalus applegatei Conservation Advisor: Professor Catalina Cuellar Gempeler

Sheena Emily Stephens – Early Settlement, Growth and Colony Interactions of Bryozoans in the Genus Watersipora Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig

Terilyn A. Stoflet – Assessing an Emerging Northern Elephant Seal. Advisor: Professor Mark S. Wilson

Alexander Strawhand – The Effects of Copper Antifoulant Biocides on Larval Behavior and Settlement Success of a Non-native Bryozoan Cryptic Species Complex (Watersipora subrotquata and Watersipora ‘new species’) Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig

Megan Beth Teigen – Degradation and Nitrogen Cycling in the Context of Biodiversity-Ecosystem Function Relationships in the Inquiline Bacterial Community of Darlingtonia californica Advisor: Professor Catalina Cuellar Gempeler

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Melody Paige Tw~ ~ Neural Crest Cell Migration
and Developmental Origin of Bony Scutes in
White Sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus)
Advisor: Professor Allison W. Bronson
2022–2023 Patricia O. McConkey
Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Erin Trent – Prevalence of Rickettsia sp. phytype G022 and
Rickettsia tilamookensis in kxodes pacilicus nymphs from
Northern California Advisor: Professor Jianmin Zhong

Zachary Thomas Vegso – The Nature and Extent of
Algal Symbiosis in North American Ranids
Advisor: Professor Sharyn B. Marks

Claire Windecker – Effects of In Situ Experimental Heating
of Artificial Mytilus californianus Beds on Associated
Invertebrate Communities in Northern California
Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig

Master of Science ~ Major in Environmental Systems

Christopher D. Beveridge – Comparative Analysis of Gas Versus
Electric Demand in Tiny House Communities for the Homeless
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Ryley Alexis Burton–Tauzer – Qualification of Greenhouse
Gas Emissions During Storage of Food Waste
Advisor: Professor Kevin R. Fingerman

Tyler Caseltine – Comparison of 2–Dimensional
Hydrodynamic Models for Aquatic Habitat Evaluation
Advisor: Professor Margaret M. Lang

Fiona Pearl Connor – Investigating the Effectiveness of
Microplastic Removal, and the Relationship Between
Microplastics, Microbial Communities, and Nitrogen in
the Natural Treatment Systems at the Arcata Wastewater
Treatment Facility Advisor: Professor Eileen M. Cashman

A. Cowan – Late Quaternary Glacier Fluctuations at Piyamale
Lake, Northern California Advisor: Professor Laura B. Levy

Robert Monroe Cowdrey – Investigation of an Eolian
Cap Deposited on Multiple–aged Surfaces in the
Humboldt Bay Region of Northwestern California
Advisor: Professor Mark A. Hemphill–Haley

Olivia C. McShea – Comparative Analysis of Behind–the–Meter
and Front–of–the–Meter Microgrids in Northern California
Native Communities Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Minjur – Techno–economic Feasibility Analysis for a
Utility–scale Solar Photovoltaic System in Bhutan
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Miles Munding–Becker – Examining the Impacts of Beaver
Dam Analogues and Groundwater Storage on Miners Creek,
California Advisor: Professor Laura B. Levy

Hamidah Naishur Nakimuli – Market Surveillance to
Support Quality Assurance and Consumer Protection for
the Solar PAYG Products Market in East and West Africa
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Galen O’Toole – Process Optimization for an Integrated Reverse
Osmosis–pressure Retarded Osmosis Pilot–scale Operated on
Humboldt Bay, CA Advisor: Professor Margaret M. Lang

George Webster Ross – Na Pua Makani Wind Farm: The
Shifting Winds of Renewable Development in Hawai’i
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Nicole Cristina Salas – Exploring the Knowledge of Wildfire
Smoke Mitigation and Tolerance Measures Within a
High–risk Community in San Diego County, California
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Emma Sevier – Hydrologic Outcomes for Ecological
Meadow Restoration in the Northern Sierra Nevada
Advisor: Professor Margaret M. Lang

Ernesto Silva – Design, Construction, and Hydraulic
Testing of a Portable Facility for Assessing Lamprey
Passage Over Small–scale Instream Impediments
Advisor: Professor Margaret M. Lang

Nishaant Kumar Sinha – Techno–economic Feasibility of a
Microgrid for a Humboldt Bay Fire Station in Humboldt County,
California Advisor: Professor Peter M. Alstone

Clarke M. Stevenson – Forest–based Biomass Markets
and Assessing Additional Acres Treated Through
Market Availability in Northeastern California
Advisor: Professor Kevin R. Fingerman

Deepak Tripathi – Techno–economic Analysis to Determine the
Levelized Cost of Hydrogen Generation Through Electrolysis
for Humboldt Transit Authority, Humboldt County, California
Advisor: Professor Kevin R. Fingerman

Cristina Tusei – Photodegradation of Dissolved Organic
Carbon (DOC) in the Presence of Hydroxyl Radicals and
Subsequent Effects on UV Disinfection of Fecal Coliform at the
Arcata Wastewater Treatment Plant, Humboldt County, CA
Advisor: Professor Matthew P. Hurst

Lorelei Marie Walker – Voices Heard and Unheard: Analyzing the
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s Responsiveness to
Public Comments on the California Offshore Wind Proposed
Sale Notice Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Master of Science ~ Major in Natural Resources

Julia Bartley – Physical Characteristics and Fine Root
Abundance Within Duff Mounds of Old–growth Sugar and
Jeffery Pines in a Fire–excluded Sierran Mixed–conifer Forest
Advisor: Professor Kerry Byrne

Lindsay Benjamin–Britton – Assessment of Carbon Storage and
Aquifer Recharge in Beaver Meadows of the Sierra Nevada, USA
Advisor: Professor Andrew P. Stubblefield

Lilamari Bowen – Comparison of the Reproductive Success
and Behaviors of Western Gulls Exposed to Different Levels of
Human Disturbance Advisor: Professor Daniel C. Barton

Alec Brown – Climate Resilience is Policy Resilience: Adapting
to the Uncertainties Facing Humboldt Bay’s Spent Nuclear
Fuel Site Requires Augmenting Best Available Science
With Community–centered Values and Imagined Futures
Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Marlow

Jaime Elizabeth Carlino – Assessing Multiple Measures of Nest
Site Quality and Intrinsic Quality of Barn Owls (Tyto furcata)
Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

Rebecca Carniello – Carnivore and Ungulate
Responses to Cattle in a Grazed Forest Ecosystem
Advisor: Professor Micaela Szykman Gunther

Samantha Danielle Chavez – Effects of Landscape
Configuration and Composition Variables on Barn Owl
Nest Box Selection and Preferred Hunting Landscape
Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

Janelle Chojnacki – Common Raven Movement and Resource
Use Around Snowy Plover Nesting Beaches in Coastal
Humboldt County Advisor: Professor Barbara A. Ciuca

Laura Mariana Echavez – Polymorphism of Melanin–based
Pigments in Barn Owls (Tyto alba) in Winegrape Vineyards.
Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors:

**Zachary Erickson** – Investigating Tribal and State Agency Views on Co-management of California’s Public Lands
Advisor: Professor John-Pascal Berrill

**Karolyn Marie Fagundes** – Assessing Soil Disturbances From Tethered Logging on Steep Slopes in Northern California
Advisor: Professor Hunter Harrill

**Kayla Fitzpatrick** – The Upside–down River: A Nutrient and Microcystin Status and Trends Analysis of the Klamath Basin, USA, 2009–2021
Advisor: Professor Andrew P. Stubblefield

**Sean Fleming** – Satellite–based Phenology Analysis in Evaluating the Response of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Island’s Tropical Forests to the 2017 Hurricanes
Advisor: Professor James J. Graham

**Zachary James Gigone** – Sediment Production From Forest Roads in Areas Affected by the August Complex Fire in Northern California
Advisor: Professor Andrew P. Stubblefield

**Jessica Erin Guenther** – Do Steller’s Jays Respond to Human Providers
Advisor: Professor Jeff M. Black

**Ashley Harper** – Roosevelt Elk Habitat Connectivity and Areas of Conflict on a Managed Landscape
Advisor: Professor Micaela Szykman Gunther

**Braden Alexander Herman** – Towards Refining eDNA Surveys: Using Foreign eDNA to Evaluate eDNA Distributions in Natural Stream Settings
Advisor: Professor Eric P. Bjorkstedt

**Breana Hernandez** – Assessing Impacts of Site–specific Habitat Characteristics and Landscape Characteristics on Amphibian Use of Restored Wetlands in the California Central Valley
Advisor: Professor Micaela Szykman Gunther

**Logan B. Hysen** – Using Multi–scale Ensemble Habitat Models to Identify Wildlife Risk to Habitat for an Iconic Forest Species
Advisor: Professor Ho Yi Wan

**Haley Jones** – Gray Fox Habitat Selection and Habitat Use on Trespass Cannabis Grows
Advisor: Professor Richard N. Brown

**Hannah Elena Joss** – Monitoring Bull Kelp in Wild and Farm Settings
Advisor: Professor James J. Graham

**Corrina Rebecca Kamoroff** – Demographic Modeling of Conservation Strategies for the Yosemite Toad (Anaxyrus canorus)
Advisor: Professor Daniel C. Barton

**Dylan Jon Keel** – eDNA Sampling Conditions in Large Rivers; the Impact of Depth, Horizontal Position, and Particle Type
Advisor: Professor Andrew P. Kinziger

**Cecilia Kennelly** – Invasion of New Zealand Mud Snails (Potamopyrgus antipodarum) and Algae Blooms: A Threat to Delicate Balances on the Mad River?
Advisor: Professor Darren Ward

**Lonyx Bata Landry** – Soil Movement as a Pathway for Phytophthora Pathogen Transmission
Advisor: Professor Sheila E. Rocke–Heppe

**Vvette Marie Lindler** – Analyzing and Optimizing Curbside Pickup for Food Waste in Humboldt County
Advisor: Professor Kevin R. Fingerman

**Sean Tanner Lindley** – Identifying Mechanisms of Post–fire Regeneration in Serotinous and Non–serotinous Conifer Species of Northern California.
Advisor: Professor David F. Greene

**Sydney Leann McCluskey** – Using Novel and Traditional Survey Techniques to Monitor Small Mammal Species in Northwestern California
Advisor: Professor Barbara A. Clucas

**Maddie McNerthney** – Sea Level Rise and Wetlands in Arcata
Marsh Advisor: Professor James J. Graham

**Kagat Gabriel McQuillen** – Factors Affecting the Production of Berries of the Red Huckleberry Plant in the Redwood Experimental Forest
Advisor: Professor Yvonne F. Everett

**Sara Moriarty–Graves** – Fire Influences on Mammalian Predator and Prey Occurrence
Advisor: Professor Micaela Szykman Gunther

**Daniil Nayeri** – Comparing Mexican Spotted Owl Habitat Suitability in Two Different Habitat Types Using Multi–scale Ensemble Learning Framework
Advisor: Professor Ho Yi Wan

**Steffen Daniel Peterson** – Using Spatially Explicit Capture–Recapture Techniques to Estimate Black Bear (Ursus americanus) Density and Space–use in an Arid Mountain Ecosystem
Advisor: Professor Micaela Szykman Gunther

**Robert Wayne Raibley** – The Effects of Post–harvest Residue on Plantation Forest Soils and Early Growth of Redwood and Douglas Fir Seedlings in Humboldt County California
Advisor: Professor John–Pascal Berrill

**Heather Rickard** – Factors Contributing to Legacy Hardwood Mortality Following Prescribed Fire
Advisor: Professor Amanda Staack

**Andre Sanchez** – Evaluating Water Use in Oak Woodlands of Northwestern California
Advisor: Professor Andrew P. Stubblefield

**Jason T. Shaffer** – Comparison of Environmental DNA and Underwater Visual Count Surveys for Detecting Juvenile Coho Salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) in Rivers
Advisor: Professor Andre Buchheister

**Sean Stewart** – Insights Into Conservation for the Rare Perennial Herb, Astragalus arpellatei
Advisor: Professor Kerry Byrne

**Katherine Rose Stonecypher** – Diet, Growth, and Survival of Coho Salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) in Restored Off–channel Habitats
Advisor: Professor Alison O’Dowd

**Erika Rae Thalman** – Long–line Culture of Red Seaweed in the Pacific Northwest
Advisor: Professor Rafael Cuevas Uribe

**Shaun Thornton** – Return to the Staging Grounds – A Reassessment of Aleutian Goose Spring Staging Distribution in the Arcata Bottoms
Advisor: Professor Jeff M. Black

**Monica Tonty** – Growth, Movement, and Survival of Juvenile Coho Salmon Utilizing Beaver Dam Analogue Rearing Habitat
Advisor: Professor Darren Ward

**Anna Z. Urias** – An Assessment of Land Owner’s Attitudes and Beliefs Towards Oak Woodlands and Oak Management in Humboldt County, California
Advisor: Professor Erin C. Kelly

**Aaron Wilder** – Evaluating Changes to Soil Aluminum, Soil pH and Soil Organic Matter Before, During, and After an Annual Rye (Lolium multiflorum) Winter Cover Crop – A Before–After Observational Field Study
Advisor: Professor Susan E. Marshall

**Natasha Hope Ficzycz Winnocott** – Inferring Exposure to Harmful Psuedo–nitzschia Blooms from Ocean–to–Estuary Gradients in Domoic Acid Concentrations in Humboldt Bay Bivalves
Advisor: Professor Eric P. Bjorkstedt

**Maddie Ann Ybarra** – The Effects of Native Perennial Cover on Avian Physiological Indicators of Habitat Quality in California Coastal Prairie Rangelands
Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

**Z. Gianna Zennia** – Evaluating the Status of Night Smelt (Spirinchus starksi) in Northern California in 2021: Using Traditional Ecological Knowledge, and Otolith and Genetic Barcoding Analysis
Advisor: Professor Jose R. Marin Jarrin
Calvin Tjosas
Ricardo Torres
Jorge Salvador Valencia
Octavio Vergara
Daniel Paul Vernon*
Jessica Nichole Villalobos
Brooke Mackenzie Weese*
Virginia Morgan Wooldridge*
Cheyenne Zabinski*
Grace Amelia Zschokke

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Major in Leadership Studies** (Interdisciplinary Studies)
Briana Aea
Hector Aguilar
Daniel Cole Albarran*
Tony Alfaro
Blake Andersen
Stephen Asmus*
Sunny Garza Balopole
Brent Bartlett
Brennon Brian*
Robert John Bull
Vivian Dianet Castillo
Caleb Cogan
Shanna Cruz*
Sienna Beatrice Stella Dunn
Missy Fay*
Maureen Lisa Funk
Teddy Mariano Gabriel
Juliana Carmen Garcia
Blanca Crystal Gomez*
Ashley Marie Hammock
Teena Hansen*
Cesar Horta Hernandez
Gregory J. Jones
Mike Jacobs*
Joseph Kaye*
Joseph Le
Rachael Lopez*
Chelsie Martin*
Jodie Jean Marynowski
Rachel Kathleen Morales
Anna Truong Nelson*
Jason Padiernos
Shvonne Michelle Perkins
Nurzat J. Qaraja
Manal Raphael*
Drielynn Roberts*
Tony Rodriguez
Alfredo Sandoval
Shannon Jennie Shaffer-Killey*
Sunny Shergill
Elizabeth Delgado Snell
Brittany Tadlock
Sarah Jane Thompson
Stella Tupas-isbell
Hans van Riet*
Jackson Weed
Whitney Weighall
Shari Ann Wilkie*
Dina Marlene Williams
Jeffrey Robert Wright

**Bachelor of Science**

**Major in Nursing**
Ana Lilia Alanz
Morgan Arianna Blumenthal*
Tanner Jacob Broadstock
Harley G. Davis
Nicole Edwards*
Luz Maria Gomez
Robyn Jensen
Brenna Lien*
Kacey L. Meyer
Caroline Murphy
Jordan C. Myers
Yamileth Simmons*
Erika Ann Sterling
Darin Matthew Straub
Cecilia Talley
Nick Terrill*
Jaimi Alexandra Wisner
Julie Wooldridge*

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Major in Psychology**
Chelsea Aguilar
Guillermo Augustin
Alonzo Ceron
Isabella Alvarez
Maricruz Yesenia
Alvarez-Carrillo
Theofanee Rene Andersen
Leti Armenta Villa
Madison Wray Ashcraft
Faith Avendano
Tasha Babich
Anna Jade Babuchiyeva*
Iliana Aurora Badilla
Madeleine Kay Baker
Aryn Eileen Baldwin
Kanisha Barron
Anna Nichole Begley
Grace Belt*
Santos Beltran
Isabella Carmelita-Jane Berman
Alessandra Bermudez
Jorge Josue Bernabe-Velazquez
Kelsey Jean Bess*
Emily Charlotte Black*
Alex E. Bolarios
Jennyfer Bonfil
Miranda Mary Borges
Chela Boss
Ian Thunder Bowden
Sarah Morgan Brant*
Esdaras Josue Brisen
Maya Makenna Brosig
Joseph Buck
Jesse Camarri
Lucas E. Campbell*
Destinie Natalie Campos
Angela Esperanza Cardenas
Zaida Jean Carling
Kassandra Athena Carpenter
Allison Marie Castagnola
Annika May Caston
Ariana Lizette Cerdas
Mesa Jael Chacon*
Paige Lynn Chambers
Brandon Chiaison
Monica Chiquito
Eafen Chowdhry
LaNeshia Christopher
John Patrick Clark
Taylor Alyssa Cloney
Meagan Coffey
Miranda Olivia Connelly*
Melina Cornejo*
Hannah Craven
Lindsey Nicole Cummings*
Kaitlyn Mae Davis
Maxine Lavone Dearwester
Amanda Haye DeSimone*
Osvaldo Diaz
Theresa Cecelia Ann Dickey
Miranda Dimiceli
Alyssa R. Dittermore*
Dale Stuart Ebersole
Jordan Leipzig Edmond
Michelle Ellis*
Erika Marie Embree
Lilly Jane Emerson
Zenna Evans*
Marcella Feathers
Summer L. Ferrier
Matthew J. Flint
Nataly Milena Flores Delarosa
Natalia Dahl Flores
Zeta Blair Flores
Sophia Rose Ford
Vanessa Denise Fria
Ebony Gallegos
Gabriella Garza*
Sergio Garza-Valencia
Shelby Lynn Geillffus
Elisa Beth Gibbs
Arianna Giovannetti
Daniel Gonzalez
Jacob Coby Goodbrod*
Mari Margaret Gothan
Nyah Sydney Gunyp
Ryan Chick-Wah Guyton
Carryn Eden Hanf*
Joy Kumiko Han
Corinne Marie Harris*
Grace Hartmann*
Mackenzie Hawkins
Stachia L. Hazlet
Portia T. Herger
Jennifer Hernandez*
Kristy Sabrina Hernandez
Kylee Janelle Hidalgo
Steven Ford Hoehn
Cierra Milan Holmes
Jordan Howery
Bernd Rolf Huber*
Mary Hubert
Jenny Olivia Huezo-
De Leon Isabel
Adava Hunt
Cozy Cheri Hunter
Heather Jackson
Kylie Jade
Shayne Rose Jarvis*
Sarah Jai Johnson
Gabriela Juarez-Carrillo
Tanvir Kaur
Kyle Kerlan
Prince Kim
Donovan James Kimenker
Kenneth Martin Kurbat
Andrew Scott Langhout
Allison Lara
Allison Lee Lash*
Rosalind L. Lauer*
Marcos Francisco Lee-Ramos
Hannah Leiterman
Brooke Elizabeth Letras
Emelia Jane Lindsey
Jaqueline G. Losada
Riley David Luken
Cameron Thomas Lusby*
Manuel S. Maciel
Scott Alan Malkus

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Olivia Marie-France Martin
Kevin Manuel Martinez
Patrick Keegan McCarty
Eli McCool
Lindsay McCoy
Supaha McCoy
William Prescott McDougall
Kayla McMinn
Rayann Medina
Mario Mendez
Jazmin Mercado Mondragon
Sylver Robert Milton
Kylie Anne Minshew
Summer Lynn Montez
Irais Morales
Sarah Moseley
Amanda M. Murphy
Emily Paige Nabayan
Nika Nagy
Kathleen Nall
Camille Elise Nauta
Vanessa Nicole Nava
Savana Kaye Nelson
Makayla Nessen
Danielle Marisa Nieto
Emily Mathilde Nyquist
Chu-Cheesh Ivy Orourke
Clarissa Cristina Ortega
Rosalina Ortega
Emily Brianna Ortiz
Roberto Miranda Palencia
Priscilla Bernice Paniagua
Arlee Papadopoulos Hatcher
Isabella Rose Parsley
Desmond Patrick
Jacob Payton
Brenden Oscar Barry
Zoe Jeanine DeVine
Alaya Lane Eveland
Matthew Gerber
Jeremy Hathaway
Julia Elizabeth Hohman
William Krenzel
Helen Kathryn Lewis
Kia Lo
Max Avery Manson
Grace Mckenna Ollie
Christie Ana Parr
Billy Salazar
Camren Riley Widdop

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Recreation
Administration
(Bachelor of Arts)

Ashley Nicole Richey
Chelsea Rios Gómez
Deanna Marie Rivera
Shelby Kaitlyn Roberts
James Robinson
Cole Willis Robustelli
Isabelle C. Rodriguez
Raul Roman
Cristina Maria Romero
Evina Elena Romero-Flores
Riley M. Sallis
Lluvia Georgina Santiago
Angelica Grace Sarto
Brandon Beau Savant
Sophia Annastasia Schaefer
Erik Curtis Schmidt
Jared Schumann
Chloey Catherine Scott
Phyllis Anne Simicsak-Goodeell
Joy Skalski
Linamarie Sojka
Katelyn Sparks
Kayla Stanton
Tonisha Stokes
Emily Suarez
Mitchel James Sugasawara
Sherman Merle Swanson
Carly Tambiling
Chloe Teese
Alee Tinoco Jaramillo
Steven Minh Tong
Marina Autumn Tononi
Melissa Mercedez
Torres Escalante
Carina Torres
Yessenia Torres
Logan Alisons Tully
Trinity Nadine Tumidanski
Bailey Vandergriff
Gabriel E. Vasquez
Nico Vasquez
Felicia Dawn Vazquez
Catarina Miracle Vibanco
Cody Walter
Natalie Joice Wantt
Tall Weinberg
Avery Sidonia Weniger
Amber Viola Whetstone
Cheyenne D. Wilson
Joshua Leslie Worthington
Marina Wright
Dayton Cruz Wyss
Alexia Breynawa Zambrano

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Recreation
Administration
(Linear Studies)

Amanda M. Murphy
Emily Paige Nabayan
Kathleen Nall
Camille Elise Nauta
Vanessa Nicole Nava
Savana Kaye Nelson
Makayla Nessen
Danielle Marisa Nieto
Emily Mathilde Nyquist
Chu-Cheesh Ivy Orourke
Clarissa Cristina Ortega
Rosalina Ortega
Emily Brianna Ortiz
Roberto Miranda Palencia
Priscilla Bernice Paniagua
Arlee Papadopoulos Hatcher
Isabella Rose Parsley
Desmond Patrick
Jacob Payton
Brenden Oscar Barry
Zoe Jeanine DeVine
Alaya Lane Eveland
Matthew Gerber
Jeremy Hathaway
Julia Elizabeth Hohman
William Krenzel
Helen Kathryn Lewis
Kia Lo
Max Avery Manson
Grace Mckenna Ollie
Christie Ana Parr
Billy Salazar
Camren Riley Widdop

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Social Work

Mark Alan Achziger
Hanna Allen
Keri A. Allen
Rachel Jade Bass
Megan Kristen Beachan
Eileen Flynn Bell
Elvina Angelica Bill
Alexis Amaya Botello
Amber Nicole Bryant
Gisell Carmona
Ariel Marie Cassell
Joey Strand
Virginia Erin Tapia
Mariela Teix Lozano
William Robert Thompson
Van Hy Ton
Molly Jane Urz
Andrea Varty
Gena Rene Vasquez
Angie Villavicencio
Jackson Wang
Jasmine Sativa Whipple
Pang Nhia Yang
Kathy Zaorma
Amilamia Zenteno
Lauren Zygmont

*Molly Ruth Foster
Jacqueline Garcia
Clio Alexandra Gentry
Sarina Elyse Haro
Paula Adelina Hernandez
Cinthia Isabel Ibarra Romo
Andrea Unis Jones
Rian Mackenzie Jones
Delaney Anne Kelly
Winter Jean Knaur
Noelie Millicent Lagunes
Nancy S. Lebrun
Emily Sue Levin
Carmen R. Marshall
Cayla Alise Mayer
Heather Ann McCrea
Matthew Dennis McKinley
Connie April McKinnon
Kamiko McWilliams
Sarah Elizabeth Medina
Yuliana Nazario
Monique Owen
Ali Pickering
Laurel Plumkett
Jasmine M. Rafferty
Sarah Louise Reback
Ruby Nadine Reed
Ricky Rhain
Ryan Roberts
Diana Salcedo Trejo
Edgar Sandoval Barbosa
Marcela C. Santiago Cruz
Jacquelyn Santiago
Shelby Shull
Barbara Elizabeth Stockham
Joey Strand
Virginia Erin Tapia
Mariela Teix Lozano
William Robert Thompson
Van Hy Ton
Molly Jane Urz
Andrea Varty
Gena Rene Vasquez
Angie Villavicencio
Jackson Wang
Jasmine Sativa Whipple
Pang Nhia Yang
Kathy Zaorma
Amilamia Zenteno
Lauren Zygmont

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
College of Professional Studies | Graduate Degrees

Master of Business Administration
- Brianna Jane Alvarez – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Maria Lysette Avila Overton – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Hannah Briel Cantrell – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Jacob Chavez – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Norilyn Ancijas Dela Serna – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Magnolia May Folkmann – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Sandy Hang – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Muyan Hou – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Will Alexander LeFils – Comprehensive
  Examination Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Cehelio Ricardo Lopez-Guerrero – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Aylea Wind Maxwell-Miller – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- West David Modafferi – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Riley Wayne Perkins – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Madelaine Bridget Roberts – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Sean Tucker – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Precious Vang – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Breanna Lynn Washabaugh – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Christopher Michael Wehan – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari
- Elizabeth Shirley Winn – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Ramesh K. Adhikari

Master of Arts – Major in Education
- Emily F. Morris – Restorative Practices in Education: A Case Study
  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer

Master of Science – Major in Kinesiology
- Jason Nicholas Abaya – Comprehensive Examination
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Alyette Afont – The Effect of Physical Education on Social Skills in Children With Disabilities
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Emily Batini – Self-perception Among Primary Students Following Cardiovascular Exercise Interventions
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Martin Calderon – Impact of a 6-Week Exercise Program on Exercise Knowledge and Muscular Endurance for Students With Autism Spectrum Disorder
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Skye Hyunjin Choi – Absolute and Relative Reference Values of College-aged Men and Women for the YMCA Bench Press Test
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite

Outstanding Graduate Student Award
- Ruben Guillermo Diaz – Self-determination Theory and Exercise Levels of Students With Autism
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Carlos Hernandez – Myth or Science: Increasing Your Glute Activation Increases Your Running Efficiency
  Advisor: Professor Justus D. Ortega
- Delaney Hughes – A Meta-analysis of the Impact of School-based Aquatic Programs on Children With Disabilities and Their Health Related Fitness
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Denise Nicole Leininger – Impact of Whole Fruits High in Anthocyanins on Blood Lipids in Middle-aged Women – A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis
  Advisor: Professor Taylor K. Bloedon
- Mishell Lopez – Geospatial Analysis of Rural Older Adult Fall Risk and Prevention Needs: An Analysis of the North Coast Fall Prevention Survey Data Advisor: Professor Justus D. Ortega
- Eden Gad Marquez – A Preliminary Study for the Development of Free Weight Back Squat Muscular Fitness Reference Norms for Adults Aged 19-29 Advisor: Professor Young S. Kwon
- Deborah A. Mok – The Benefits of Physical Education Programs for Students in Special Education Programs with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder Advisor: Professor David H. Adams
- Ricardo Sanchez – The Relationship Between Glute Max Activation and Running Economy in Recreational Distance Runners Advisor: Professor Justus D. Ortega
- Teron Harriet Ann Schaffer – The Effect of Brain Breaks on Student Outcomes of School-aged Children in K-12 Classrooms: A Meta-analysis Advisor: Professor Rock Braithwaite

Master of Arts – Major in Psychology
- Zayna Abueshehheikh – School Psychology Portfolio Project
  Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
- Benjamin Jackson Anjewierden – Positive and Negative Contact as Predictors of Attitudes Toward Law Enforcement
  Advisor: Professor Amber Gaffney
- Patricia O. McConkey – The Effect of Brain Breaks on Student In-class Behaviors and Academic Achievement; A Meta-analysis
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Sara Marie Trent – Schumaker Acres Equine Assisted Learning Curriculum: Building Social Emotional Learning Skills for People With Autism Spectrum Disorder Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- Nicholas Velazquez – Increasing the Duration of Treadmill Walking to Reach Moderate Intensity Levels for 3 Students With Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite

Outstanding Graduate Student Award
- Shanesaa Marie Applegate – School Psychology Portfolio Project
  Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
- Madelyne Josephine Avila – College Students’ Autonomy, Self-regulation, and Academic Self-efficacy During COVID-19
  Advisor: Professor Brandilynn Villarreal

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Juliana Lia Bertolucci – Dining Layout Effects on the Attendance, Communication, and Happiness Among Older Adults
Advisor: Professor Christopher A. Walmsley

Lesley Bode – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Yonally Calderon Cotto – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Rhiannon Crimmins – Do Different ADHD Medications Have Different Effects on Circadian Rhythms?
Advisor: Professor Ethan B. Gohtan

Jacob Crocker – The Relationship Between Prejudice Toward Women and Gay Men and the Role of Self Identity Threats
Advisor: Professor Amber Gaffney

Austin Csizsar – Are Area Postrema Neurons Resistant to the Effects of MS-222?
Advisor: Professor Ethan B. Gohtan

Samantha Yvonne Ellis – School Psychology Portfolio Project
Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo

Evy Felix – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Meaghan A. Fellinger – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

April Nicole Frazer – Evaluating Teaching Pyramid Implementation Regarding Early Childhood Educa
ation and Quality of Care
Advisor: Professor Tasha R. Howe

Jeffrey Lee Frederick – Hormonal Medications and Partner Odor Preferences
Advisor: Professor Amanda C. Hahn

Ani Glenn – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Jenny Goodman – School Psychology Portfolio Project
Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo

Megan Maire Horcasitas – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Jay Johnson – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Lana Kayal – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Rachael Leanne Kee – Does Cleft Palate Restore Normal Visual and Neural Processing of Infant Faces?
Advisor: Professor Amanda C. Hahn

Berkeley Rose Kijriopas – California State University Police Department Leadership Evaluation
Advisor: Professor Amber M. Gaffney

Daniel Lamprich – School Psychology Portfolio Project
Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo

Jordan C. McDowell – Prototypicality Threat and Framing on BLM Support
Advisor: Professor Amber M. Gaffney

Alicia Elizabeth Martin – A Picture Worth a Thousand Words: Factors Influencing Disability Accommodations
Advisor: Professor Mari Sanchez

Joseph Pang – Diversity Among University Students in the U.S.: An Analysis of Student Ethnic Group Preferences and Its Impact on Campus Friendship Diversity
Advisor: Professor Amber M. Gaffney

Zoe Royer – Uncertainty, Parenting Attitudes, and COVID-19 Vaccination Intentions
Advisor: Professor Amber M. Gaffney

Jessica Danielle Shelton – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Nick Summers – Handedness and Emotional Face Processing
Advisor: Professor Amanda C. Hahn

Celeste Tamayo – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Carrie J. Aigner

Benny Telles – School Psychology Portfolio Project
Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo

Sal Tinoco Jaramillo – School Psychology Portfolio Project
Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo

Andie Wilson – Identification With All of Humanity, Uncertainty and Beliefs Towards Animals
Advisor: Professor Amber M. Gaffney

Master of Social Work

Cyd Bernstein – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jamie L. Jensen

Angela Borge – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire

Kristin P. Ciapusc – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Teresa Suzanne Clayton – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Laura J. Power

Aurie C. Clivaz – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Ellen Colegrove – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Laura J. Power

Jealena Cooke – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Laura J. Power

David M. Dunning – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Madaele Frances Easterbrook – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

John Langhorn Raleigh Evans – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Artemisia Feral – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jamie L. Jensen

Sherry Annette Gibbons – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire

Sara Goodrich – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Robert Joseph Grady – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Rosa Karina Granados – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Marissa L. O’Neill

Celeste Marie Green–Goodwin – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Laura J. Power

Lori Hayes – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

Angelique Hennessy – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

Blake L. Hickman – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

Gina Hutchins – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

Andrea L. Jones – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

Ashly Christine Kloiber – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Debbie L. Gonzalez

Nat Kubo – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Marissa L. O’Neill

Alyssa Lawrence – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Yvonne C. Doble

Chandler Macik – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Kristen Sue Jennings–Manners – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jamie L. Jensen

Natalie McAuliffe – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Megan Kathryn McCullough – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

Sarah Joelle McGeorge – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Laura J. Power

Elisa Miller – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire

Jose Juan Moreno – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Ronnie Swartz

Jennifer Sue Nauert – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire

Amanda Near – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

Melissa Norwood – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Yvonne C. Doble

Megan R. Paterson – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Debbie L. Gonzalez

Dakota Paulson Andres – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jamie L. Jensen

Calla Nicolette Peltier-Olson – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jamie L. Jensen

Maddie Pyles – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Ronnie Swartz

Lauren Reed – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Yvonne C. Doble

Joshua Ringland – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Jessica Rotola – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Ronnie Swartz

Whit Rune – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Ronnie Swartz

Taevia Celestie Salazar Pettitt – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Laura J. Power

Jay Lloyd Schoenfield – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Laura J. Power

Amanda M. Sharp – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire

Christopher Keshon Shaw – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Debbie L. Gonzalez

Meghan A. Stanton – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Debbie L. Gonzalez

Sally Frances Stewart – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Cesar G. Abarca

Julia Natalie Top Gasca – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Marissa L. O’Neill

Lonnie Sue VanMeter – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Marissa L. O’Neill

Luke Solis Wilson – Comprehensive Examination
Advisor: Professor Pam H. Bowers

College of Professional Studies | Credentials

Educational Leadership
(Administrative Services Credential)

Meagan Irene Bet
Kelda Britton
Greta Marie Dodson Turney
Ronda Lynn Evans
Casey Lynn Geyer
Tiffany Stelle-Billman
Brittany Erynne Wyckoff

Elementary Education
(Multiple Subject Credential)

Jocelyn Cecilia Aldama Lanuza
Savannah Baird
Hanna Mae Bradley
Meghan Elizabeth Bristow-Robinson
Kaylin Elizabeth Campbell
Steven Joseph De La Cruz
Vanessa Marie Duncan
Emily Kathleen Evans
Lydia Elisabeth Gomes
Violet Pearl Hales
Nicole Lauren Hoffman
Dani Honea
Savannah Rose Houseworth
Sabrina Jones
Shawn Khattak
Cristina King
Jennifer Rose Knudsen
Kelly Mackenzie Koehn
Harmony Mooney
Olivia Mae Murphy
Marina R. Nichols
Daniel Noel
Megan Clarice O’Connor

Secondary Education
(Single Subject Credential)

Iya Soi Ortiz-Beck
Katie Piner
Maia Tehama Read
Amanda Redikop
Brenda Jasmin Santos
Barbara Suelzle
Laura Sherrow Walkner
Jaycob Warren
Kai Weber

Mo Jones
Mikahela Kahler
Scotlyn Kent
Andrew Macdonald
Michaela Moore
Acacia Mueller
Rebecca Mulligan
Olivia Noriega
Connor Joseph Pardini
Alexandra Beiley Perry
Mia Pehrson
Bryan Rasmus
Cara Singson
Korby L. Skoglund
Jacob Sonye
Lizzy Annah Spears
Mikaela Stanley-Camba
Gaia Steinfield Denisi
Ryan Stephenson
Jose Angel Tapia
William Thornsby
Cesar Augusto Vasconcelos Martins
Caroline Voorhees
Kelsey Brooke Walton
Hannah Rose Webb

Special Education
(Education Specialist Credential)

Alyette Afont
Ricardo Cueva
Jared Robert Karp
Yolimar Magarina
Andrea Ashley Sterling

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
FOREVER HUMBOLDT is proud to recognize the graduates of the Class of 2023. We also congratulate the parents and families of our new graduates for your role in supporting such an important accomplishment. We hope you stay connected with your friends and Cal Poly Humboldt.

To celebrate this achievement, we invite you to register with Forever Humboldt, which is the Cal Poly Humboldt Association. This is your lasting connection to the University that includes our entire Humboldt community. Your free membership provides you with exclusive benefits such as career resources, discounts, special events, publications, and much more!

Register for FREE as an “ALUM” at forever.humboldt.edu

Alumni Relations
Cal Poly Humboldt
forever@humboldt.edu · (707) 826-3132
Graduation Pledge of Social and Environmental Responsibility

Green ribbons may be worn by graduates to symbolize their support of the Graduation Pledge of Social and Environmental Responsibility, a commencement tradition that started at Humboldt in 1987. The pledge has been adopted by universities worldwide.

“I pledge to explore and take into account the social and environmental consequences of any job I consider and will try to improve these aspects for any organizations for which I work.”

Give now to the Class of 2023 Legacy Gift!
Continue to make an impact after graduation.

justgiving.com/campaign/classof2023
About the Ceremony

Regalia

Commencement ceremonies at Cal Poly Humboldt, like those at most universities in the United States, feature distinctive academic regalia and ornamentation.

Upon conferral, the tassel on the cap is moved to the left. The gown’s sleeves indicate the highest degree held—the bachelor’s gown has long pointed sleeves, the master’s has long oblong sleeves, and the doctor’s has very full sleeves with velvet bars. The color of the hood’s silk lining indicates the area of study as well as the institution conferring the degree. The colorful regalia of our faculty attest to the many different universities from which they graduated, as well as the variety of their academic fields.

Ceremonial Mace

An ornamental staff which is typically made of metal or wood, the mace symbolizes authority and is carried by a faculty member who leads the processional and recessional.

Cal Poly Humboldt’s mace was redesigned during its 2013–14 Centennial Year by a team of University craftspeople and artists, including Art Professor Kris Patzlaff and her students; Jennifer Slye Moore, then administrative support coordinator in the Art department; and Art alumnus Roger Durham.

“The entire shape represents a torch, which symbolizes enlightening students through their educational experience at Humboldt,” Patzlaff explains. The mace is also constructed of sustainable materials, including recycled metal and unleaded enamel. Engraved in silver on the mace is the University’s motto: “Phos Aletheia,” Greek for “Light and Truth.”

Music

“Pomp and Circumstance,” composed by Britain’s Sir Edward Elgar in 1901, accompanies graduates and faculty during the processional.

“Light and Truth” (the title is the English translation of Cal Poly Humboldt’s motto, “Phos Aletheia”) was composed by Valgene Phillips, longtime Professor of Music and administrator at Humboldt. Professor Phillips passed away in June 2021.